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Whether and how human populations exposed to the agricultural
revolution are still affected by Darwinian selection remains contro-
versial among social scientists, biologists, and the general public.
Although methods of studying selection in natural populations
are well established, our understanding of selection in humans
has been limited by the availability of suitable datasets. Here, we
present a study comparing the maximum strengths of natural
and sexual selection in humans that includes the effects of sex
and wealth on different episodes of selection. Our dataset was
compiled from church records of preindustrial Finnish populations
characterized by socially imposed monogamy, and it contains a
complete distribution of survival, mating, and reproductive suc-
cess for 5,923 individuals born 1760–1849. Individual differences in
early survival and fertility (natural selection) were responsible for
most variation in fitness, even among wealthier individuals. Vari-
ance in mating success explained most of the higher variance in
reproductive success in males compared with females, but mating
success also influenced reproductive success in females, allowing
for sexual selection to operate in both sexes. The detected oppor-
tunity for selection is in line with measurements for other species
but higher than most previous reports for human samples. This
disparity results from biological, demographic, economic, and so-
cial differences across populations as well as from failures by most
previous studies to account for variation in fitness introduced by
nonreproductive individuals. Our results emphasize that the de-
mographic, cultural, and technological changes of the last 10,000 y
did not preclude the potential for natural and sexual selection in
our species.
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Disagreement about the strength of selection affecting hu-
mans has influenced how the theory of natural and sexual

selection has been perceived since Darwin (1). In particular,
humans exhibit a pronounced ecological flexibility through social
and cultural adaptations (2) that is often invoked to cast doubt
on the continued relevance of Darwinian selection in our species.
Even among those applying evolutionary theory in humans, some
scientists consider recent selective pressures weak and therefore
only study human adaptations in the demographic, social, and
physical environments of the Pleistocene, whereas others view
selection as an effective force also operating in societies affected
by the agricultural revolution (3).
Darwinian selection results from variation in fitness between

individuals of the same population and the evolutionary response
of traits to this selection depends on the genetic covariation
between traits and fitness. Such evolutionary change is tradi-
tionally approximated by multiplying heritability (the proportion
of phenotypic variance in the trait attributable to genetic dif-
ferences among individuals) and phenotypic selection (the co-
variance between the trait and relative fitness) (4). It is therefore
interesting to understand which genes or traits contribute to
variation in fitness (5, 6). To assess the limit to phenotypic se-
lection, it is also important to quantify per se the amount of

variation in fitness, which determines the overall opportunity for
total selection at the level of the organism (7–10). Because the
methods of studying selection in natural populations are relatively
well established, our understanding of selection in human pop-
ulations is now limited mainly by the lack of suitable datasets (5, 11).
Recently, the establishment of large genomic and epidemio-

logical datasets has enabled precise measurements of selection
acting on specific loci and phenotypic traits in humans (5, 6).
These studies demonstrate that selection has not stopped with
the advent of agriculture and can act on certain traits even within
contemporary modern populations. For example, Byars et al.
(12) found some traits of medical significance in the United
States to be currently influenced by selection (see also ref. 13).
By using summary statistics for birth and death rates in a pop-
ulation, it is also possible to estimate opportunity for total
selection (i.e., variance in relative fitness) and its two
components—opportunity for selection because of survival to
reproductive age and opportunity for selection because of fer-
tility—at the scale of the entire organism (10). Cross-sectional
anthropologic and demographic surveys have been used for
partial measurements of selection in human populations (e.g.,
ref. 14). Survival to reproductive age appears to be the largest
component of variation in fitness in most populations, especially
before the demographic transition. A review of 53 different
populations suggests that variation in fertility explains around
one-third of the variation in opportunity for total selection both
within and across populations (14). However, this fertility com-
ponent encompasses multiple sources of variance in re-
productive success with different biological meanings, such as
competition for mates and fertility per se. In addition, the re-
lationship between life-history traits and relative fitness can de-
pend on wealth (15, 16), but analyses at a population level
preclude controlling for social structure. Consequently, our un-
derstanding of life-history traits underpinning the opportunity for
total selection remains poor, despite the long-lasting interest in
the question.
Although the theory of sexual selection drives a considerable

number of studies in evolutionary psychology and human be-
havioral ecology, the measurement of variation in fitness caused
by variation in mating success has remained surprisingly un-
explored. Sexual selection theory predicts that the sex experi-
encing stronger sexual selection should illustrate Bateman’s
three 1948 principles: (i) a higher variance in reproductive
success; (ii) a higher variance in mating success; and, crucially,
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(iii) a stronger association between mating and reproductive
success, the so-called Bateman gradient (7, 17, 18). Because this
latter property seems to result from primary sexual differentia-
tion in the cost of reproduction, Bateman (17) argued that sexual
selection is expected to be stronger in males than in females for
many species, including mammals. Since then, several studies
have stressed that differences in the strength of sexual selection
between sexes can be influenced by factors other than the initial
asymmetry in the cost of reproduction (19). Because human
populations vary in important ways that should affect the relative
strength of sexual selection between sexes (e.g., the adult sex ratio,
population density, the level of paternal investment), Brown et al.
(11) argued that humans are unlikely to conform to the single
universal pattern proposed by Bateman. To our knowledge, only
two attempts have been made to investigate in humans how var-
iation in mating success affects variation in reproductive success
in each sex (20, 21): one study focused on a colonizing population
with a relatively high average fertility and the other on a pop-
ulation with a relatively high level of multiple mating.
Here, we present a study assessing the variance in relative

lifetime reproductive success and its components in a human
population with socially imposed monogamy and a low level of
multiple mating (22) inhabiting an ecologically constraining en-
vironment and characterized by natural mortality and fertility
rates typical of many preindustrial societies (23). Specifically, we
studied the contribution to the opportunity for total selection of
four different episodes of selection during the life cycle: survival
to reproductive age, mate access, mating success, and fertility per
mate. We take into account the effect of sex and wealth accu-
mulation by contrasting two socio-economic classes in all anal-
yses (landowners vs. landless). Data derived from church books
maintained for tax purposes on every individual born in 18th-
and 19th-century Finland (24) allowed us to compile a complete
distribution of marital and reproductive success in four farming-
and fishing-based populations (SI Materials and Methods). Our
dataset avoids most of limitations of traditional demographic
surveys while combining benefits characterizing alternative
approaches: the dataset follows members of a large cohort in-
dividually from birth to death, as done in studies based on
genealogic data (e.g., ref. 20), and accurately includes individuals
who failed to survive to reproductive age, failed in the competition
for spouses, and dispersed from their natal parish, similar to many
ongoing longitudinal studies (e.g., ref. 21). Our sample is based on
5,923 individuals with complete information who were born be-
tween 1760 and 1849. It predates the demographic transition and

the great famine of 1866–1868. Because extramarital relations
were socially condemned (22) and extramarital births were rare,
we used marriage data to infer matings.

Results
We first found evidence of an intense opportunity for total se-
lection in the preindustrial Finnish population (Fig. 1A). The
opportunity for total selection (I) sets the upper bound on the
force of selection that can act on any phenotypic character (8)
and is calculated as the variance in relative fitness, i.e., the var-
iance in absolute fitness divided by the square of the mean fitness
(10). To estimate I, we computed the variance in the number of
offspring produced by all born individuals (including individuals
not marrying or not reproducing) divided by the square of the
mean, which is equivalent to computing the variance in the rel-
ative number of offspring. During the entire study period, the
mean and variance in number of offspring were relatively stable
(Fig. S1), so the data were pooled over birth cohorts. The
number of offspring born over a lifetime ranged from 0 to 17
with an average (±SD) for all individuals born to, respectively,
landless and landowning parents of 2.03 ± 3.28 and 2.18 ± 3.40
for males and 2.19 ± 3.09 and 2.26 ± 3.25 for females. For the
entire sample, I equaled 2.27 [95% confidence interval (CI95%) =
2.16–2.38], indicating that within a single generation selection
could potentially induce a more than twofold increase in the
mean fitness value of the population. I was 24.2% higher in
males than in females (P < 0.001) and 1.6% higher in landless
than in landowners (P = 0.75) (Fig. 1A). The maximum change
in mean phenotype resulting from one generation of directional
selection—or the maximal selection differential for a trait—can
be calculated as the SD of relative fitness, i.e., I1/2 (8). We found
that the mean of a trait can increase by up to 1.51 SD (CI95% =
1.47–1.54) per generation if the covariance between the trait and
the relative fitness and heritability are maximal (Fig. S2). Be-
cause differential selection measurements derive directly from I,
the theoretically maximal evolutionary response to selection was
also stronger in males than in females and of similar magnitude
between landless and landowners.
Second, we found that survival to adulthood and fertility were

the two variance components responsible for most of the op-
portunity for selection (Fig. 2). The opportunity for total selec-
tion can be divided into additive components of variance in
relative fitness, corresponding to multiplicative fitness compo-
nents (8, 25). Here, we distinguished four episodes of selection:
survival to reproductive age (w1), mate access (w2), mating success
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Fig. 1. Variance in reproductive success, mating success, and their relationship in a monogamous human population. The total opportunity for selection as
measured by variance in relative reproductive success (A), the opportunity for sexual selection measured by variance in relative mating success (B), and the
standardized Bateman gradient measured by the slope of the regression of relative reproductive success on relative mating success (C) are all higher for men
than for women but are not different between landowners (LO) and landless (LL). Error bars are bootstrap CI95% values on the means. Sample sizes are
indicated inside the bars.
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(w3), and fertility per mate (w4). The probability of surviving to
reproductive age (w1) was lower in males than in females (0.54
and 0.57, respectively, logistic regression, χ21 = 6.8, P < 0.001)
and similar for both social classes (χ21 = 0.097, P = 0.75). Among
individuals who survived to reproductive age (age 15 y), the
probability of marrying at least once (w2) was also lower in men
than in women (0.82 and 0.88, respectively, χ21 = 27.8, P < 0.001)
but similar for both social classes (χ21 = 0.014, P= 0.68). Because
w1 and w2 are binary variables with values 0 or 1, the amount of
variance in relative fitness induced by these two episodes of se-
lection is directly linked to the mean. Specifically, the variance in
relative fitness is equal to (1 − p)/p, where p is the probability of
surviving to reproductive age (w1) or of marrying (w2). There-
fore, opportunities for selection induced by survival to re-
productive age (w1) and by mate access (w2) were higher in males
than in females. Overall, the opportunity for selection because
of survival (w1) accounted for 35.3% and mate access (w2)
accounted for 7.8% of I (Table S1). In addition to the ability to
marry (w2), the variance in relative fitness could also be driven by
the total number of sequential marriages (w3). In preindustrial
Finland, monogamy was socially imposed and divorce was for-
bidden, so men and women could remarry only if widowed (22),
resulting in a nonextensive serially monogamous mating system
in which 7.7% of all born individuals obtained several partners
through remarriages (26). The probability of remarrying was
higher in males than in females (19% and 14%, respectively,
among married individuals, logistic regression, χ21 = 13.6, P <
0.001) and similar for both social classes (χ21 = 0.37, P = 0.54).
This finding was also true when restricting our sample to only
individuals who had the possibility to remarry (i.e., whose first
spouse died before them). For this episode, the variation in
relative fitness was again greater in males than in females (P <
0.001) but not significantly different between the social classes
(P = 0.10). This fitness component contributed 5.6% of I. Fi-
nally, among married individuals, the number of offspring pro-
duced over lifetime to landless and landowning individuals was,
respectively, 4.73 ± 3.50 and 4.84 ± 3.58 for men and 4.27 ± 3.11
and 4.55 ± 3.30 for women. The opportunity for selection be-
cause of variation in average number of offspring per mate (w4)
did not differ significantly between the four categories of indi-
viduals by wealth and sex (P = 0.81) and accounted for 26.8% of
I. Thus, the greater I measured in men results from their greater

variance in early survival, in ever marrying, and in number
of marriages.
Third, we detected an opportunity for sexual selection (Fig.

1B) even if natural selection exceeded selection triggered by
competition for mates. The opportunity for sexual selection (IS)
sets the upper bound on the force of sexual selection that can act
on any phenotypic character and can be measured as the vari-
ance in relative mating success, i.e., the variance in absolute
number of mates divided by the square of the mean number of
mates (27). In our sample, it can be computed directly, either as
the variance in relative number of marriages for the subsample
of individuals who survived to age 15 y (to exclude variation in
mating success because of death before reproductive age) or by
investigating the proportion of variation in fitness captured by
the combination of episodes w2 and w3 (w2w3). Both methods led
to similar estimates with IS equaled 0.33 (CI95% = 0.30–0.35),
representing 14.5% of I. This variance in relative mating success
was 62.0% higher in males than in females (P < 0.001) and was
not significantly influenced by social class (P = 0.52).
Fourth, we studied the relationship between mating and re-

productive success and found that variation in mating success
contributed more to reproductive success in males than in
females (Fig. 3). We quantified the influence of mating success
on reproductive fitness with the Bateman gradient, measured
here in its standardized version as the slope of the least-squares
regression of the relative reproductive success on the relative
mating success (βSS) (9, 18). To remove variation attributable to
early death, we only included individuals surviving to reproduc-
tive age. The overall βSS equaled 0.65 (CI95% = 0.61–0.70), in-
dicating that improved mating success increased reproductive
success. The gradient value was 23.9% higher for males than for
females (P = 0.002), suggesting that mating success improved
reproductive success more in men than in women. There was no
significant difference in gradient values between the social classes
(P = 0.39). For all categories of individuals, mating success
influenced reproductive success as indicated by nonzero βSS
(Fig. 1C). To study the influence of mating with several partners,
we also analyzed the relationship between mating and repro-
ductive success in a subsample of individuals who married at
least once (Fig. 3). The results show that this derivation of the
standardized Bateman gradient (βSS′) is positive for males (βSS′=
0.34, CI95% = 0.22–0.46), potentially zero for females (βSS′ =
0.07, CI95% = −0.04–0.20), and does not significantly differ be-
tween social classes (P = 0.66; Fig. S3). The fact that only men
benefited from mating successively with different partners fol-
lowed from the age difference between remarried women and
the wives of remarried men: whereas 42.1% of women remarrying
were already older at the time of their second marriage than the
median age of female reproductive cessation at 41 y (28), only
19.9% of men married a second spouse older than 41 y (26).
Finally, using our estimates of the opportunity for sexual se-

lection and the Bateman gradients, we computed the maximal
selection differential caused by sexual selection (S′max) (9) and
found that sexual selection could have exerted important evo-
lutionary changes in this population (Fig. S2). The magnitude of
S′max is given by the product of IS

1/2 and βSS (9). Our data show
that sexual selection alone could have triggered a shift in the
average value of a trait corresponding to up to 0.37 SD (CI95% =
0.34–0.40) after a single generation of directional selection. It
therefore represents 24.8% of the maximal magnitude of the
shift engendered by total selection. S′max was 57.8% higher in
males than in females (P < 0.001) and of similar magnitude in
both social classes (P = 0.65).

Discussion
We investigated the variance in relative lifetime reproductive
success (i.e., the opportunity for total selection) and its com-
ponents in a historical monogamous human population. We
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showed that the intensity of Darwinian selection in this pop-
ulation was in line with empirical measurements of the oppor-
tunity for selection reported for other species (e.g., refs. 9 and
29–33). The important demographic, cultural, and technological
changes that have occurred during the Holocene (the last 10,000 y)
have not prevented the opportunity for selection and the po-
tential for evolution in our species. This result contrasts with the
traditional view of evolutionary psychologists and social scientists
but is consistent with recent findings from a number of dis-
ciplines (34). We also demonstrate that, even when the marriage
system is strictly monogamous with limited serial monogamy, all
requirements for sexual selection to operate can be met (9).
Importantly, our findings are likely to be conservative with re-
spect to unmeasured but usually rare extrapair paternity events
(35) because they increase the opportunity for sexual selection
in monogamous populations when mated males are responsible
for these paternities (36). Consequently, although the practice
of nonextensive serial monogamy and the advent of agriculture
may have constrained the opportunity for selection, our study
shows that there is still room for substantial selection in such
populations.
Most of the variation in relative fitness resulted from two

episodes of selection that correspond to natural selection: sur-
vival to adulthood and fertility. Nonetheless, sexual selection was
also potentially effective; this was true even among women who,
in sharp contrast with men, did not benefit from multiple pair-
ings. The variance in reproductive success was largely deter-
mined by the fitness difference between mating and nonmating
individuals in both sexes. In our historical population, the max-
imal selection differential that sexual selection could induce was
around one-quarter of that induced by total selection, which is in
line with results reported by Moorad et al. (20) for a historical
frontier population in Utah for a period when polygyny had
vanished (early 1890s). Because historical Finland was charac-
terized by nonextensive serial monogamy and high infant and
child mortality, our estimates are conservative concerning the
relative role of sexual vs. natural selection. Thus, even though
socially imposed monogamy can reduce the relative role of sex-
ual selection (20), by demonstrating that all requirements for
sexual selection to operate can be met with the opportunity for
total selection, the opportunity for sexual selection, and the
Bateman gradient all being positive, our findings extend those
recently published for the Utah frontier population (20) and
suggest that sexual selection can still have a substantial role for
the evolution of monogamous human populations with low levels
of multiple matings.

We observed considerable differences between the sexes in the
maximum strength of both natural and sexual selection. Con-
cerning natural selection, a higher early-mortality rate contrib-
uted to the higher opportunity for selection in males. Because
sex differences in early mortality may be common, isolating the
variance in relative fitness induced by this episode of selection
allowed us to exclude from sexual selection estimates variation
not caused by the competition for mates. Nevertheless, our
results show that sexual selection was the main source of the
difference in opportunity for total selection between the sexes, in
accordance with Bateman’s 1948 principles (7, 17). At a proximal
level, we cannot exclude that sex differences in the opportunities
for sexual selection could result from sex differences in survival in
adulthood allowing more remarriage opportunities for males than
for females (26, 37). Nonetheless, differences in the opportunities
for sexual selection are also likely to result from lactational
amenorrhea and female menopause (28), which led males to
experience a longer reproductive life than females did despite
a slightly female-biased adult sex ratio in this population (51.1%
of females at age 15 y; see also ref. 38). Indeed, the longer re-
productive lifetime of males can explain the stronger variance in
male mating and reproductive success because (i) the greater
number of males than females available for reproduction in-
creased intrasexual competition for mates among males; (ii) it
created a greater remarriage probability among men than among
women; and (iii) multiple marriages increased male fitness be-
cause men could have additional children with their younger new
spouse, whereas women who were remarrying were usually too
old to produce more offspring. Our results therefore stress the
importance of using methods that allow the isolation of sex dif-
ferences caused by natural selection from sexual selection esti-
mates and using data covering the full lifespan of individuals to
capture reproductive events at old ages in men, to thus provide an
unbiased estimate of the opportunity for sexual selection.
In sharp contrast to the sex differences, social class did not

influence our measures of selection. Our results were similar for
the two social classes representing one group of individuals with
parents whose subsistence did not rely on wealth inheritance
practices (landless) and another group of individuals from parents
whose subsistence relied on transmitted wealth (landowners). We
used parental rather than offspring social class to be able to at-
tribute a social class to each individual, including those who died
young. It is therefore possible that changes in social class between
generations reduced the social class differences in opportunity for
selection in our analysis. However, parents influenced the mar-
riages of their children, and the inheritance of social class was
moderately high in the studied populations (39), suggesting that
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the undetected social differences, if real, cannot be large. Many
theoretical studies assume that resource accumulation is crucial
for selection affecting humans (37), and phenotypic selection has
been shown to be related to male wealth (15). Compared with
other historical populations in Europe, variation in socio-eco-
nomic status within the studied rural population was low (16).
Our results therefore suggest that the degree of wealth accumu-
lation needed to shape selection may be substantial and achieved
only under conditions of strong social stratification. Further
studies are needed to determine the generality of this finding in
different socio-ecological environments.
Compared with results reported for other human populations,

our estimate for the opportunity for total selection appears high
(∼2.3, sexes pooled). For example, similar values in a review of
18 populations ranged from 0.10 to 2.15 (11) and equaled 0.65
for Utah in the early 1890s (20) and 0.55 for contemporary
United States (21). The main reason for the relatively high op-
portunity for total selection in Finland comes from a large
(∼60%) nulliparous fraction of each birth cohort. Previous
studies measuring the opportunity for selection in humans report
lower values for the total opportunity for selection for two main
reasons. First, most previous studies relied on data only from
adults and/or married individuals and/or parents instead of in-
cluding all born individuals and therefore excluded nulliparous
individuals from their samples (e.g., in ref. 11). Such a practice
can lead to an underestimation of the variation in relative fitness.
Indeed, remeasuring the opportunity for total selection in our
dataset but considering only parents led to a drastic estimate
reduction (from 2.52 to 0.31 for males and from 2.03 to 0.32 for
females). Moreover, because the proportion of nulliparous
individuals can differ between the sexes, such methodological
artifacts could also explain the absence of differences in the
opportunity for total selection between the sexes reported for
several populations (11). For example, Brown et al. (11) repor-
ted for Finns no evidence of higher variance in reproductive
success of males compared with females when using a sample of
parents only (from study in ref. 40). However, as shown above,
we too find no differences between the sexes if we exclude the
nulliparous individuals from the sample, although such differ-
ences are present for the entire cohort.
Second, real differences in the proportion of nulliparous in-

dividual can also occur naturally across human populations. For
example, although the absolute variance in reproductive success
is very similar in Utah and Finland (10.4 vs. 10.6), the large
discrepancy in nulliparity between the populations (∼19% vs.
60%) induced an important difference in the average fertility of
all born individuals (3.6 vs. ∼2.16). Consequently, Moorad et al.
(20) reported a much lower opportunity for total selection than
we do, despite considering the nulliparous class of individuals
in their analyses. The difference in average fertility between
these historical populations appears to have mainly originated
from differences in child mortality rate as well as differences in
fertility rates between mothers. Although more than 80% of all
born Utahns survived to 16 y old in the 1890s (41), Finland was
characterized by ∼60% of individuals surviving to 15 y old and
therefore presented an early-mortality rate much closer to values
reported for contemporary hunter-gatherer populations (42).
Consequently, when measuring the opportunity for total selec-
tion in our dataset only on individuals surviving to the re-
productive age, we obtained an estimate of 0.82 (sexes pooled)
more similar to the one reported for Utah. By lowering the
competition for resources and so prereproductive mortality,
colonizing human populations might undergo a reduction in
selection. This finding should be considered, together with
founder effects, to understand the evolution of genetic diversity
in such pioneer populations. Concerning differences in fertility
rates, Utahn mothers had ∼5.0 children in their lifetime, com-
pared with 4.4 for Finns. In addition to the demographic and

environmental characteristics of pioneer populations, economic
returns to land are usually low relative to labor in frontier envi-
ronments (43) and could have contributed to the socially sup-
ported desire for high family size of these Mormons. All in all,
comparing Bateman principles across populations as suggested
by Brown et al. (11), or more generally the contribution of the
different episodes of selection on the opportunity for selection as
introduced here (8, 25), can shed light on the causes and con-
sequences of human diversity. For such efforts, ensuring that the
estimates from different populations accurately reflect differ-
ences in phenotypic selection rather than methodological dis-
crepancies is crucial (see also ref. 44).
We recall that measuring the opportunity for selection does

not necessarily equal measurements of actual selection acting on
traits other than fitness. Variation in fitness is caused by several
traits that are not all independent (e.g., tradeoffs, pleiotropy),
and some variation in reproductive or mating success is un-
related to the phenotype and genotype of an individual. This fact
has triggered criticisms of the relevance of global measurements
of selection at the phenotypic level, such as the opportunity for
selection (e.g., refs. 45, 46). Despite these criticisms and the
inherent limitations shared by any phenotypic approach to se-
lection, there are at least five reasons why much can be learned
by global measurements of selection. First, measurements of
opportunity for selection are necessary for identifying whether
natural and sexual selection can operate at all (47). For example,
we showed that sexual selection can act in both sexes despite
socially constrained monogamy. Second, from the opportunity
for selection we can derive the maximum evolutionary rate for
any trait, given the proportion of variation in fitness transmitted
to the next generation that this trait can explain (8, 9). For ex-
ample, our analysis shows that a hypothetical trait explaining 5%
of transmitted variation in fitness may have evolved up to 0.08
SD per generation of directional selection. Such estimates pro-
vide guidance for discussing the possible scope and limits of
phenotypic evolution, which is especially relevant for historical
populations among which most phenotypic characteristics are no
longer accessible. Third, global measurements of selection allow
us to decompose the variance in fitness into episodes of selec-
tion, indicating where selection has the greatest potential to act
(8, 47). Our results suggest that traits influencing survival and
fertility were likely to be under stronger selection than those
influencing mate choice in agrarian Finland. Fourth, measure-
ment of the opportunity for selection allows comparison across
classes of individuals. We showed that possession of wealth does
not necessarily constrain selection and that competition for
mates is likely to be a stronger selective pressure for males
than for females. Finally, we also demonstrated the benefit of
comparing measurements performed in different populations
by illustrating that differences in environmental and social con-
straints might explain differences in opportunity for selection
between preindustrial Finland and Utah. We therefore subscribe
to the view of Krakauer et al. (47), who see approaches relying on
opportunity for selection as a complementary approach to that
focusing on phenotypic measurements of selection at the level of
specific traits.
To conclude, monogamy may have limited the potential for

selection to operate in agricultural human populations (20).
Nonetheless, such a change did not introduce insurmountable
constraint on the variation in fitness, implying that there is still
room for relatively strong selection to operate in preindustrial
Finland. Whether this finding is general among all populations
with enforced monogamy remains an open question because
other factors can also influence sex roles (11). This question calls
for replications of measurements of the different components of
the opportunity for selection using either samples from other
populations that are not biased toward individuals with offspring
or methods allowing correction for potential bias (see ref. 20).
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Our results stress that it is misleading to assume that all human
populations have remained unaffected by selection for the last
few millennia. In addition to genetic studies and phenotypic
studies focusing on particular traits, global measurements of
selection advance our understanding of human evolution, and
studies focusing on evolutionary changes in both historical and
current populations should be encouraged.

Materials and Methods
Demographic Data. We used demographic data (n = 5,923) collected by the
Lutheran Church from four geographically separate populations in Finland,
one inland parish (Ikaalinen) and three coastal parishes (Hiittinen, Kustavi,
and Rymättylä), for individuals born between 1760 and 1849. For more
details on all methods, see SI Materials and Methods.

Variables. We used marriage number as a proxy to measure mating success
because the number of mating partners before marriage was low (22) and
because it is unlikely that extrapair paternities would have exceeded the
current worldwide estimate of 3% for populations with high paternity
certainty (35). We measured reproductive success as the lifetime number of
children of all born individuals. This measurement includes survival and
fertility components and therefore corresponds to an estimate of the

lifetime reproductive success. We grouped individuals into two social classes
depending on their father’s occupation (landowners vs. landless). Although
parental and offspring social class could differ, inheritance of social class was
moderately high (39). This classification enabled us to attribute a social class
to all individuals, including those who died before adulthood, and to com-
pare opportunities for selection between social classes throughout succes-
sive episodes of selections occurring during the life cycle.

Statistics. To divide the opportunity for total selection into different episodes
of selection, we used methods described in refs. 8 and 25. Opportunity for
selection, Bateman gradients, and maximum selection differential were
computed following ref. 9. P values with no statistics were computed by
using permutation tests. CI95% values were obtained from bootstraps. Each
permutation test and bootstrap involved 10,000 data shufflings. Analyses
were performed with R 2.10.
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